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SPACES ON WHICH EACH ABSOLUTELY SUMMING
MAP IS NUCLEAR

D. R. LEWIS

Abstract. Let £ be a Banach space. The dual of E is isometric

to PfT) for some set T if and only if each absolutely summing oper-

ator on E is nuclear, with equality of the nuclear and absolutely

summing norms.

In [11] Stegall and Retherford have observed that each absolutely

summing map on c0(T) is nuclear, and further have proven that this

property isomorphically characterizes c0(r) among the spaces with

unconditional bases. The object of this note is to show that this property,

with the additional requirement that the nuclear and absolutely summing

norms coincide, characterizes spaces with duals isometric to llfT).

For 1 _ p _ oo and n a positive integer /£ denotes the product of n

copies of the real numbers with the norm \\(t1, ■ ■ • , tn)\\ = (2,sre \tiV')llv

for 1 gp < co, and with the norm \\(t1, • • • , r„)|| = maxig„ IrJ for

p — oo. For E and Ftwo Banach spaces, the distance coefficient of E and

F, d(E, F), is defined to be inf ||w|| ||m_1H , where the infimum is taken over

all isomorphisms u from E onto F. For 1 _ p _ oo and 1 ^ X, a Banach

space is termed a £„i<rspace if for each finite dimensional subspace F cz E

there is a finite dimensional subspace G with F <= G <= E and d(G, 1%) _ A,

where n is the dimension of G. The basic properties of the tPi ̂ -spaces may

be found in [5], [6], and [11].

In regard to tensor products the notation and terminology is mainly

that of [3]. In particular A denotes the greatest (x)-norm, V the least ®-

norm and A the largest right injective ®-norm. An operator u from E into

F is said to be integral if and only if the bilinear form mapping (x, y') to

{u(x), y') induces, in a natural way, an element of (E ® F')'. The integral

norm of such an operator is the norm of the induced functional and is

written ||«|L. An operator from E into Fis nuclear if it is an image of an

element of E' ® F under the natural injection of E' ® F into L(E, F). In

case E' has the approximation property the nuclear norm u, N^(u), is the

norm of its preimage in E' ® F. Following Pietsch [8] we say that an
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operator u is absolutely summing if there is a constant C such that

Zun \\u(xt)\\ ^ CsupMsS1 K*<> x')\ for every finite set in the

domain of u. The absolutely summing norm of u, tt^u), is the smallest

such constant. We note that an operator u is absolutely summing if and

only if it is of type A , and that n^u) = \\u\\* (Theorem 13 of [2] and

Theorem 7 of [3]).

Theorem.   For a Banach space E, the following are equivalent:

(a) E' is isometric to /1(F) for some suitable set F.

(b) For every Banach space F, each absolutely summing u: E —*■ F is

nuclear and vt,(w) = N*(u).

Proof. Assuming (a), E must be Co,,i+e for each e > 0. The proof of

Theorem III.3 of [11] shows that each absolutely summing operator on E

is integral and that the integral and absolutely summing norms are equal.

Thus it is sufficient to show that an integral operator u with integral norm

1 is nuclear and has nuclear norm at most 1. Such a u has a factorization

ß<p<x, where ol:E —> Lx(u) and ß:L}(u) —»■ F" have norm at most 1, q> is the

injection of L^^u) into L^A*) and (S, 2, ju) is a probability measure space.

Let A:2 -> E' be the measure given by X(A) = <*-'{%j), where L1(/li) is

considered to be canonically embedded in L^i/u)'. Then X is a ^-con-

tinuous measure of total variation at most 1^11^(5) ^ 1, so by Theorems

1 and 3 of [10] there is a Bochner integrable g: S —*• E' such that dX = gdft.

Notice that for Ae~L, $Aa(x)d/Li = (x, X(A)) = $A(x, g) dp, so that

v.(x) = (x,g) [i a.e. More precisely, <pa.(x) is the equivalence class in

L^ifi) containing (x,g(-)). By Theorem 2 of [2], 9?oc is nuclear and so

ß<px:E —*■ F" is nuclear. The dual of E has the approximation property

so u:E^F is nuclear and N*(u) ^ \\ß\\ AA(<pa) ̂  llglli = V (X, S) = 1.
Assuming (b), each absolutely summing operator on E is integral, so E

is a C^-space [11, Theorem III.3] and hence E' is a C,-space. A Cj-space

which is a dual is complemented in some space Ll(v) [15]. Since L1(v) has

the approximation property, E' does also.

We first claim that for each Banach space F the canonical injection a of

E' ® F' into E' ® F' is an isometry onto. Obviously a has norm at most

one and is one-to-one because E' has the approximation property. Let

<p £ E' ® F' and consider cp as an element of B (E, F). The operator

ti:E-+F' defined by (y,u(x)) = (x®y, <p) is of type A and ||«|Ux =

ll9?IL- = l9?U- By our hypothesis u is nuclear so the bilinear form <p is

nuclear and N^(cp) = AA(«) = \\u\\». Since E' has the approximation

property there is a unique co e E' ® F' which maps to <p under the in-

jection of E'® F' into B(E,F) and satisfies |co|„ = AA(<p) _ |<p|AV.

Clearly <p = a(co).
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Let H be a Banach space, G s= H a closed subspace and consider the

commutative diagram

E' ® G" -► E' I H"

E'®G  ■-► E'®H

where each arrow indicates the canonical injection. By the preceding

paragraph E' ® G" = E' ® G" and E' ® H" = E' ® H" isometrically.

Since the ®-norm A is right injective, the top horizontal arrow is an into

isometry. By Corollary 2, p. 13, of [3] each of the vertical arrows is

isometric, we conclude that the injection of E' ® G into E' ® His isometric.

Since this is true whenever G c H, E' is isometric to a space L1^) by

[4]. It should be noted here that Stegall [12] has proven that E' is an

L1^) space assuming each absolutely summing u:E—>-F is integral with

"i («) = ll«IL-
To complete the proof we need only show that p is purely atomic. To

this end we show that any set A of positive finite /^-measure contains a set

of the same type which decomposes into a finite collection of atoms. Let v

be the restriction of /x to A and X(B) be the functional in E' associated

with %AnB G L1(jji) = E'. Using the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is an

operator u:E —>■ L1^) satisfying (u(x), Xb) = (x, X(B)) for each x e E

and measurable B. The operator maps the unit ball of E into a lattice

bounded set, so by Theorem 11 of [2] u is integral. By (b) u is nuclear and

by Proposition 9 of [2] there is a i>-Bochner integrable g into E' such that

u(x) is the equivalence class in Lx(v) containing (x, g(-)). The function g

is a derivative of X with respect to ju, so by Rieffel's theorem [9] there is a

set A0 c A of positive measure such that the closed circled convex hull,

K, of the set of quotients fi(B)~1X{B), B <= A0 and fj,(B) > 0, is norm

compact. This implies that the projection p on L1(p) sending / to f%Atj is

compact. Indeed if / = ai%Bi IS simple (the B/s disjoint) and

11/11 = 1, then />(/) is the sum

2     {a^{A0 O BA][p(A0 n BA-^Ao n BA]
fU,nj5,-]>»

which is in the convex circled set K because 2» \ai\ M^o n A) = 11/11 = 1-

The simple functions of norm at most one are dense in the unit ball of

L^u), so p maps the unit ball into K. If n is the dimension of the range of

p, then any partition of A0 into sets of positive measure can be at most n

elements.

If 'S is such a partition with the greatest possible number of elements,

then each element of   is an atom. This completes the proof.
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It is known (see [1] and [7]) that for card (T) _ oo there are noniso-

morphic spaces of continuous functions each of whose duals is isometric

to ^(r). In particular, there are spaces not isomorphic to c0(T) which

satisfy condition (b) of the theorem given above.
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